
Shabnam Suresh
User Experience Designer + Developer

With a background in engineering, constant curiosity and continuous learning I enjoy working in all aspects of the 
UX  process.  I believe that life is all about solving problems, telling stories and making a difference. My objective 
is to leverage my technical skills and business acumen to solve new and exciting challenges that impact the world.

email shabnam.suresh@gmail.com
phone +1(778) 929 4947

shabnamsb.comportfolio

Creative

Interaction design, Ideation, 
Concept evaluation, Wireframing, 
Data visualization - Charts, 
Dashboard, Low to high fidelity 
prototyping, User persona, 
User stories, User flow
�

Education

Experience

Jul ‘17 -
Present� Senior UI/UX Developer

Telus, Canada

Build and design various internal/external web applications and tools to 
increase employee efficiency using both AngularJS and Angular2.

Collaborate with the product team to make user stories, wireframes and 
high fidelity clickable prototypes in Adobe XD.

Create libraries and components to bring consistent design across various 
product offerings. Implement front-end and wrap existing backend via 
RESTful web services.

Participate in building OpenAPI specifications to bridge the gap between 
front end and backend development.

Ensure high quality code by writing comprehensive reusable code. End to 
end feature ownership by continuous testing and release.

+

Nov ‘16 -
Jul ’17� UI/UX Developer

Istuary Innovation Lab, Canada

Designed information architecture, reusable UI components and implemented
an application for an advanced mass storage application using AngularJs.

Participated in the whole life cycle of product: requirement gathering,
designing documents, prototyping, implementing new features, 
providing support during release activities and bug fixing.

+

Aug ‘10 -
Mar ’14� UI/UX Developer

Infosys, India

Customized Finacle banking software as per the customer requirements
using Finacle scripting language for the backend and HTML/CSS and 
JavaScript for the frontend implementation.

Created and documented various proof of concept for future reference.

+

Conducted various classroom and virtual training sessions on technical 
topics on core banking and Finacle application. Mentored trainees and 
hosted many knowledge transfer sessions.

Programming

HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, 
TypeScript, Bootstrap, AngularJs,
Angular 2+, JSON, RESTful APIs 
integration, OpenAPI specification, 
Web services
�

Adobe Experience Design (XD), 
Adobe Illustrator, Figma, Sketch,
Axure, Zeplin

DESIGN 

Tools

VS Code, ItelliJ, Sublime, 
Slack, GitLab, Jira

DEVELOPEMENT

Agile methodologies - Scrum, 
Presentation skills, Open
communication, Time management

MANAGEMENT 

Technical

Requirements gathering,
Detail oriented, Responsive
web design, Peer programing, 
Usability testing, Bug fixing, 
End-to end feature ownership 
and testing
�

Sep ‘15 -
Dec ’16� Centre for Digital Media, Vancouver, BC, Canada

Master of Digital Media+

Bachelor of Computer Engineering Jun ‘06 -
Apr ’10� PES Institute of Technology, Bengaluru, Karnataka, India

+


